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Date / Time : Saturday 22nd June 2019 - open 15:28 

Location : Airport Terminal Building - Kingaroy 

 

Attendees : Chris Woolley 
James Parsons 
Darren Pearson 
Leanne Pearson 
Aleksander Pozorski 
Justin Sinclair 
Miles Gore-Brown 
Frank Turner 
Peter Hertel 
Andrew Georgeson 
John McGrath 
Greg Schmidt 
Lisa Turner 
Susie Scoles 

Linda Kolb 
Todd Edwards 
Ian Aspland 
Graeme McKenzie 
Nev Donald 
Bevan Lane  
Eric Pozorski 
Darryl Hansen 
Ross McLean 
Al Sim 
Tim Hood 
Steve O’Donnell 
Peter ODonnell 
John Buchanan 
 

Neil Dunn 
Greg Kolb 
Simon Rammelt 
Ivan Teese 
Rob Butler 
Mick Sly 
Colin Eustace 
Louise Pascoe 
Mark Dalton 
Milan Sejka 
Liam Donald 
Steve Thomas 
Ray Stewart 
Tor McCaul 
 

 

Apologies : Peter Somerfield 
Lex McQueen 
Greg Shaw 
Luke Aspland 
John Absolon 
Mark Chambers 
Terry Cleary 
Kim Houghton 
Peter Loftus 
Dave Matthews-Frederick 
 

John Eddy 
Brett Buchanan 
Lisa Trotter 
Peter Trotter 
David Jansen 
Geoff Wendland 
Niels Faerch 
Gary Sherwood 
John Absolon 

Alex Husy 
Ursula Husy 
Adam Woolley 
Alison Lawless 
Paul Lawless 
Damien Peauril 
Don Brown 
 

 

Proxies From: 
Gary Sherwood 
Terry Cleary 
John Absolon 
Niels Faerch 
 

In Favour of: 
Neil Dunn 
Neil Dunn 
Neil Dunn 
Greg Schmidt 

 

Meeting Chair  
and 
Secretariat : 

 
Colin Eustace 

 

 

 
Item #1: Minutes of previous AGM 

• Minutes of the 2018 Annual General Meeting were read by Colin Eustace and moved as true & 
correct, 2nd by Simon Rammelt, Neil Dunn. 
 

 
Item #2: CFI & Training Panel Report 
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Total flights  
2627 up 2% on 17/18, we were down 28% on 16/17, 16/17 was up 11% from 15/16 which was  up 16% on 
14/15.  
So essentially, we are back at 2014 levels. 
Operations analysis  
1357 glider flights up 1% from last year 

• 751 private aircraft flights down 6 % last year  

• 486 training flights down .5%, from last year 

 
o UKH – 363 LAST YEAR 

o GKY – 257 online late in year looks like better utilisation 

o KDX - 230 up 123 due training and better uptake 

o XKE –28 down from 51 = down 32% 

o XKD – 46 up from 42 = + 09%  

o KYY – 54 up from 42 = + 28% 

o CTA – 842 up 87 due maintenance issues up 90% 

o KML – 418 down from 1152, 36% due CTA back online 

Highlights of the year 

• New DG1001 Neo VH-GKY replaced ASK-21 VH-UKH as the primary trainer. Delivery took longer than 

expected but is now proving to be popular with instructors and students. The introduction included the 

creation of local briefing notes and check flights including full spin / recovery for each instructor prior to 

training students in the DG.  

• QLD State Championships were held late September using the Grand prix start and variable size circles 

for the handicapping which was well received by the competitors. 

• New instructors 2x L1 trained, tested and endorsed, 1x started L1 training and 1x AEF endorsement 

during the year. 

• Approximately 90 active pilots at KSC, Private operations are still strong, an indicator of this is we 

currently have a waiting list for hangar spaces. 

• DCFI role, positives CFI workload shared and succession plan in place prior to change of CFI, gradual 

introduction to the role rather than thrown into the deep end on day one. 

• Kingaroy are running a school camp in September for 6 Year 9-11 students, the course is in the Grace 

Lutheran college curriculum and our hope is that we will be able to run one or more of these courses a 

year moving into the future. It is my hope that they will give Kingaroy a good supply of young pilots well 

into the future. 

 
Issues and Risks 

• Currently KSC has 18 instructors listed but 11 only available to be rostered due work commitments etc. 

Several weekend days are independent ops only which is not ideal but necessary.  

GS   107 
TE   76 
JS   55 
KH   54 
MGB   53 
DH   44 
AS   26 
JA   24 
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The others all below 20 flights due roster, sickness, babies, work, life. 

 

• Coaching is being actively encouraged but is mostly Ad hoc, I am not sure why Coaching is not well 

utilised at the club and I shall leave that to the next volunteer group to tackle.  

• Flat approaches at KSC were creating concerns of a high-risk trend, a bulletin was issued to all 

members reminding them of the requirement to plan for half brake final approaches as per the GFA 

standards. This is also reinforced during annual checks. 

• Tug issues: Auto Tug – CTA had reduction drive issues which required significant engineering to restore 

to an acceptable standard, offline for a few months, also an exhaust valve issue which was repaired 

without an impact on operations.  

• Cessna – KML was found to have a broken engine mount during a DI, offline for a few weeks. 

• Private fleet continuing to grow, currently the private fleet sits at 55 including Jet powered aircraft, it is 

now normal to launch 15-20 single seaters per day on good weekends. The risk of having such a large 

fleet is managed by good oversight of the Instructors who are all active cross-country qualified and 

cross-country current. Instructor owned fleet is ASG29, LS8, 3x LS3, ASW20, ASW22, SZD55, Discus, 

Jantar, Libelle, Nimbus 3, with a couple of Yaks thrown in. I really feel that without having active Cross-

country and Comp pilots as Instructors our Standards could be very different. 

• To be honest it does worry me that our GFA SOAR reporting system is so cumbersome. A report should 

be able to be easily filled out in 5 minutes by a 70-year-old on a club PC, this is my fifth year of raising 

this concern. 

• Deputy CFI and helper roll to be introduced at AGM 

• Auto tug maintenance issues – more supervision and new people needed. 

• Continual chat on gliding frequencies is hard to control and upsetting other clubs. 

• Consistent poorly planned low unsafe approaches by highly qualified pilots 

• One disciplinary matter dealt with in low unsafe finishes. 

• Pilots putting tension on the rope before release and pulling up. 

• Class E airspace, lack of direction and Dual radio requirements.  

• CTA and Restricted airspace – we really need to keep on top of the complexity. 

• Youth and Cadet pilots, qualifications and expectations. 

• Poor understanding of reporting requirement’s especially IRM and RRM’s 

 
Thank you 
Chair of the Training Panel: 
I would like to thank Todd Edwards as Chair of Training Panel I would like to thank all of the training panel 
for their support and guidance over the last 12 months. 
Deputy CFI  
I would like to thank Kim Houghton as DCFI for his support and guidance over the last 12 months. 
Instructor Roster: 
I would like to especially thank Al Sim for organising the roster, it’s a thankless task and it hasn’t helped 
having a CFI who works odd hours. 
Instructors: 
I would like to thank the instructors for the extraordinary job they do in keeping this club legal and well 
managed. I am passionate in ensuring that the instructors get the recognition that they deserve.  
You might not see it but the instructors are the ones getting the gliders ready for flying, working out the 
briefing, insuring students get what they need, insuring that we can support the cross country fleet when they 
launch, checking SAR and insuring our standards are met as per to the ever increasing requirements of the 
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GFA.  
At last count each of our instructors had to be familiar with over 975 pages of text from the applicable manual 
suit, that’s just Handbooks, BGK, MOSP and student manuals. 
It’s hot, dusty, dirty and thirsty work and watching everyone go cross country whilst your aeroplane is in the 
hangar can be heart breaking at times.  
None the less if we don’t have students, we don’t have a future, and the reward of sending someone on their 
first solo or watching someone conquer the Bunya’s is almost reward enough. 
The next time you se an instructor towing the DG back up the road whilst you are enjoying a beer on the 
lawn how about you walk up and help them put it away, they are the ones allowing you to enjoy the downs 
and without them there is no club. 
 
Justin’s Farewell 
As I end my 5 long years here as CFI, I thought I would leave you with a few thoughts, In my time as CFI I 
have overseen some significant growth and many associated issues that most of you are not aware of. 
There have been 16,000 flights conducted under my authority, a majority have been without incident and 
nearly all have been well flown. To put that in context we fly more flights than many flying schools with no 
paid staff. 
 
We have overseen the training of over 10 new instructors, many more new tug pilots and AEI’s. We have 
issued nearly 350 certified documents, dealt with and introduced the new Manual suite, the GPC, the new 
GFA system and attended over 60 meetings. We have introduced parachutes for training, a new two seater, 
compulsory instructor briefings and hundreds of safety and disciplinary matters most of which are dealt with 
quietly and out of the public eye 
We have had four major accidents at competitions that could easily have been fatalities and I am so glad 
they are all ok and we still get to see their smiling happy faces around the traps. 
For those of you I upset with my gruff manner, loudness and firm resolution to safety I apologise, you might 
not know it but the comments like “ Justin no-one wants to come up anymore because you insist that 
they follow the rules” or  “stop stressing no-one got hurt”” actually hurt me like hell and caused me a bit 
of grief. In fact, many a night I would go and hide in town just to not have to put up with the withering looks of 
yet another pilot who doesn’t want to follow the rules and honestly believes that what they did was ok. 
Interestingly this is not uncommon at this club with Three previous CFI’s all feeling pressure from Stronger 
members with no regard for the CFI or instructor’s life. Until the GFA wakeup to themselves and issue proper 
Glider pilot licences the poor old CFI will continue to occasionally go home at night like Nigel no-friends with 
the weight of the world on his or her shoulders. 
Being the CFI of a modern big fast club is hard work and there are many times when all you want is 
someone to come up and give you a warm hug and say it’s all ok. Al Sim, Bevan Lane, Ivan Teese, Simon 
Rammelt, Frank Turner, Don Brown, Peter O’Donnell and Darryl Hansen you have saved me many a time 
although you won’t know it. Your calm advice in the firestorm of pilot justification, poor performance and 
immature aggression has eased the load considerably 
 
In finishing 
In finishing I wanted to especially acknowledge two of the hardest workers in the club, you might not know 
they work so hard because they are here when we are not. 
Greg Schmidt,  
Greg leads the instructing flights again this year with 110 flights so far and is over 460 since I was made CFI. 
I believe he is approaching 1000 flights since ditto log was started so I assume it’s over that. He rocks up to 
every committee, training panel meeting and Instructs when others choose not to, He is a Level 3 and has 
been involved in the upper levels of the GFA, Coaching and former Club president. He is again volunteering 
to fly at the kid’s camp in September ad once again will be the CD at the nationals. For those of you who 
don’t instruct there is no harder place to work than the back of a 21 or DG on your 10th flight at three o’clock 
in the arvo on a hot Kingaroy day., the fact that Greg does it now that he is over 60 is proof he loves the club, 
the clubs members and the students. Without Greg’s sound voice guiding me and helping shoulder the load 
it would have been a miserable job. Thanks mate. 
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Neil Dunn  
Neil has flown over 1600 flights on ditto log, so I am sure he must be in the many thousands by now, in the 
last 12 months he has done 238 not including 18 glider instructional flights. Neil is always here to Tow, 
always fixing the little things that need fixing and as a former CFI of many years he has been a great help. 
Neil and I disagree on many things and I know I have given him the shits with insisting that we go an 
alternative way that is new or different. He always just gives me this funny look has a think about the idea, 
rolls it around, kicks it a bit and then agrees, modifies or kills it. Neil’s advice has been invaluable, and I want 
you all to know that his oversight has been most welcome and invaluable. Thanks Mate. 
I now hand over to Kim and Al, I hope that those of you who are critical of the modern regime of the GFA cut 
them some slack and let them take the club forward into the exciting future. A club is like a bank, if you don’t 
put it in, you can’t pull it out.  
Thank you to all of you for letting me be your CFI, it’s been quite an honour to be involved in one of the best 
gliding clubs in Australia if not the world.  
Thanks  
Justin Sinclair 
CFI Kingaroy 2018-2019 

 
Presented by Justin Sinclair, 2nd by Ross McLean 

 

 
Item #3: Tug Master Report 
 

We had an interesting year on Tugs and I must say, as you may recall the issues with CTA from last 
year. Ongoing work continued on CTA and finally back in the air in early September 2018. 
 
We got the tow ratings for James Parsons, Ross Whittle and Liam Donald done.  Neil and I have 
also done a few others for other Clubs during the last 6 months. 
 
The majority of the work done last year on CTA was very time consuming and without Don Brown 
and Neil, Rob and a few other helpers it would not have happened.  The work on CTA is a long list 
and I have documented it.  Many thanks to all on the project to get CTA back in the air and I’m happy 
to report that all is going well. 
 
Also, KML had some major work done, cracked engine mount found on a DI, just a reminder to have 
a very thorough look during the DI.  KML also had the elevator bell crank replaced and the leaking 
fuel tank has been investigated.  The ASI was checked and swapped out and now seems to be spot 
on, if there are any errors on tow I have not heard about them.  We still have to get the aileron 
hinges replaced and the yoke universal replaced. 
 
The good news is that the Tug income was $42,641.89 
 
CTA cost = $15,227.22 with a profit of $5075.01 
 
KML cost = $14,649.15 with a profit of $6,927.02 
 
Presented by Darryl Hansen, 2nd by Justin Sinclair 
 

 
Item #4: Airworthiness Report 
 

The new aircraft GKY is going well, thanks to Greg Kolb, and Don Brown for getting it ready. 
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Thanks to those who have helped me during the year especially Greg Kolb with the Discus 
 
It’s been a very good year for our aircraft, not many problems.  We are bringing forward the Form2 
for the Duo Discus 

 
Presented by Simon Rammelt, 2nd by Ian Aspland 

 

 
Item #5: Treasuer’s Report 

 
The financial year accounts for the period ending 31/03/2019 have been audited by Peter Jorgensen 
of Jorgensen & Associates. For those members who would like to view the audit report it is available 
at the top table after the meeting. 

 
Key points from the 2018/2019 accounts are: 
 
Our profit before depreciation is $87895.85 which includes an abnormal amount of $60000.00 from 
the sale of the 21. 
This compares with the previous year’s loss before depreciation of $7267.26. 
 
Bank account Balances as at 31/03/2019 
 
Working Account - $19353.21 
Online Saver Account - $5215.33 
Insurance /Maintenance Account – $106469.06 
 
The Club’s Liabilities as at 31/03/2019 are: 
 
GFA Loan and the balance is - $99157.80 
 
Insurance and Maintenance Reserve 
 
The insurance and maintenance reserve are included in the total funds available. The reserves as at 
the 31st March 2019 are: 
 
Insurance Reserve - $101624.41 
Tug Maintenance Reserve - $4844.65 
 
Key Points of Interest 
 
The following are key points of interest: 
 
1. Glider Hire contributed $12637.45 to our profit…as at 31st March 2019 the new glider had                     
contributed $1,415. 
 
2. Tugs contributed $9426.20 to our profit 
 
3. Canteen contributed $8657.49 to our profit. 
 
4. Income from Hanger Rental was $19255.63. 
 
5. Competition contributed $5701.92 to our profit. This does not include profit from the Canteen, CTA 
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and KML.  As a point of interest the income for the 2 tugs over the competition period was $3500.00 
and the Bar $4119.00. 
    

Well that concludes my final Report as Treasurer of the Kingaroy Soaring Club.  When Greg asked 

me twelve years ago if I thought I could/or would like to take on this position I was very apprehensive 

and the first few years in the position were extremely challenging.  But to be honest I have grown to 

enjoy the challenges that the position has thrown at me.  In recent times changes to the recording of 

flights (dittolog) have made the job easier…..also internet banking has made the paying of bills and 

receiving money so much easier.  I would like to thank John McGrath for his tremendous support in 

the last few years and his dedication to getting the QuickBooks Online up and running.  It has been a 

huge job and has definitely made the position of Treasurer much simpler and more streamline.  It 

has made those very complicated Invoices so much easier to read……hopefully!! 

I would like to thank everyone for their support over my time as Treasurer and wish John well in his 

new position.  Also Todd….thank you for accepting the role of President and relieving Greg from the 

role so he can get back to enjoying gliding again without all the other responsibilities that come with 

the Presidency. 

 
Presented by Linda Kolb, 2nd by Mark Dalton 

 

 
Item #6: President’s Report 

This time last year I told you all that the DG would be slightly delayed, due to one person being ill at 
their factory, and would now arrive in Oct 2018.  Can you believe that it was delayed another 4 
months. 
It took exactly 2 years from the time of first thinking about replacing the 21 (Jan 17) to actually test 
flying the glider in Jan 2019. That glider certainly stressed me out to beyond my limits. Not only 
because of delays, but exchange rates, price rises etc. Then when the glider was eventually picked 
up ready for shipping it decided to stop raining in Germany and the Rhine River went to its lowest 
level. Too low to put on a barge and send to the shipping port of Antwerp, more delays. But anyway 
she is here now and I am happy to say it’s proving to be the ideal Training Glider. 
 
The Pawnee, There is not enough accolades to pass on to Don Brown and Neil Dunn who spent so 
much time fixing the Pawnee last year.  So far she has been behaving itself and in fact I did 14 tows 
two weeks ago and the performance is outstanding.   I can’t emphasise enough to the new 
Committee that as soon as we become financially buoyant again we start talking about replacing the 
RE-DRIVE.  
 
I am very proud of what the Committee achieved since I took over as President. We got rid of our 
expensive loan (8.7%) from the ANZ to organise a loan from GFA of only (4%)  
Organised a track to be layed, with help from the council alongside 16/34 
With Grant money we had a shelter built for Glider strip 16 as well as Roller doors fitted to the annex 
next to the Aspro Hangar. 
 
After four years of begging, we got a new roof on the Bellman Hangar. 
We sold UKH to NZ and bought a DG 10001 for a Basic Training  
We gave the go ahead to Al Sim to create a new Web Site. 
We gave the go ahead for John and Linda to introduce a new accounting system “Quick Books on 
Line”   and lastly, 
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we have started modernising our Constitution, also called our “Articles of Association incorporated”. 
 
I want to thank the Committee for their support.   We have had a few arguments, but not too many.  
And also, to the Instructors and Tuggies, thank you for maintaining the high standard that helps to 
keep Kingaroy Soaring Club the great club it is. 
Also Greg Schmidt for running an outstanding State Comps under a new format called “Grand Prix”, 
a lot of work went into making it very successful. 
 
To finish off, many thanks to the outgoing CFI, Justin Sinclair, for five years he has made sure we all 
fly legally, it’s all about paperwork these days, and has kept the background theme of always “Fly 
Safely”.  Thank you so much Justin.  
This is my 2019 report and I ask that it be accepted as true and correct 
Presented by Greg Kolb, 2nd by Chris Woolley 

 

 
Item #7: Election of Committee 

 
Frank Turner was asked to step forward and manage the election process.  Frank declared all 
Committee positions vacant, he called for a general election of positions and presided over the 
election process.  Frank read out the nominations that had been recorded by Club Members prior to 
the meeting and also called for nominations from the floor, none of which were received. 

 

• President 
Todd Edwards was elected unopposed and unanimously by the meeting. 
 

• Secretary 
Dave Matthews-Frederick was elected unopposed and unanimously by the meeting. 
 

• Treasurer 
John McGrath was elected unopposed and unanimously by the meeting. 
 

• Committee Members 
The following Club members were elected to the Committee:- 

• Darryl Hansen 

• Greg Schmidt 

• Nev Donald 

• Colin Eustace 

• Kim Houghton 

• Neil Dunn 

• Al Sim 
 

All Committee Members were elected unopposed and unanimously by the meeting. 
 
 
GQ Representatives 

• Tim Hood 

• Greg Schmidt 
 
Airworthiness Officer 
The meeting elected Simon Rammelt as the Club’s Airworthiness Officer. 
 
Tugmaster 
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The meeting ratified the Tug Pilots’ election of Darryl Hansen as Tugmaster. 
 
 
CFI & Training Panel 
The meeting ratified the election of :- 

• Kim Houghton as CFI and 

• Al Sim as Deputy CFI and 

• Milan Sejka as Training Panel Chair. 
 

 
Item #8: General Business 

Motions or comments were invited from the floor and follow :- 

• Ray Stewart reminded everyone of the upcoming Nationals and the need for assistance, 

particularly with the role of Safety Officer – contact Ray or Jim Crowhurst; 

• Neil Dunn requested confirmation of the numbers for a quorum in the meetings of the Executive 

Committee.  This will be published in the new Club structure and was confirmed as being 50% of 

the elected Committee number which is 50% of 10 = 5 

Meeting Closed 16:33 

 


